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SU!'fMARY 

In this paper, sever.a! f!lOSses qf Fredho/m integral equations which have 
Taylor series solutions are s{Udied. The method used for so/ving these equations is 
a generalizatian of the method describefi by R.P. Kanwal and KC. Liu1• The ob~ 
tained solution involves a Taylor series approximation, the coefficients of which are 
solutions of a linear algebraic system. The coefjicients are computed by means of 
matrix eqyation that depeml.ş on the kernel. To il/ustrate the method, it is applied -_, " . , 
to certain !f'!ear Fredho/m i!}l~gral equations. The results are compaired with those 
already D!!hl~hedı.2·3• 

ÖZET 

Belirli Sınıftan Fredholm Integral Denklemlerin 
Taylqr Serisi Yardımıyla Çözümleri 

Bu makalede, T..aylor seri çözümlerine sahip bazı Fredho/m integral denk-
1efr!ler incelenmişt~r. B,zt penklemlerin çöıümü için kullamlan yöntem R.P. Kanwal 
v~ /(C. Liu1 tarafl'}_t!an sunulan yöntemin bir genellemesidir. Elde edilen çöıüm, 
bir T{lylor seri ypidaşımıdır ki bunun katsayılan bir lineer cebrik sistemin çözümle
rfPir. Katsaydar ç(lf_irdeğe bağlı matris denklemi yardımıyla hesaplanır. Yöntem, ba
zı lineer Fredho/m jn{egral denklemlere uygulamlarak açıklanır ve sonuçlar yayın
lanmış olQIJ sOIIYŞ/erla karşılaştınlırı.2·3. 

• Doç. Dr.; Dolaız Eylül Üniv., Eğitim Fakültesi, 35150 Buca/İzmir. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Integral equations occur in the fields of mechanics, mathematical physics, 
differential equations, pure analysis, functional analysis, engineering and stocha
stic processes, and form one of the most useful tools. An integral equation is an 
equation in which an unknown function appears under one or inore integral 

signs and is usually difficult to solve analytically. 

In this study, we shall deal only with linear Fredholm integral equations 
of the first and second kinds. These equations are defmed in the forms 

b 

f(x) + >.. f K(x, y) g (y) dy = O (1) 
a 

and 

b 

g(x) = f(x) + >.. f K(x, y) g(y) dy (2) 
a 

where the limits of integration a and b are constants (a ~ x,y ~ b). In both 
equations, g is the unknown function, while f(x) and K(x,y) are the known func

tions; >.. is a nonzero, real or complex parameter. K(x,y) is called the kernel of 
the equation. If K(x,y) = K(y,x), the kernel is called symmetric. If however, in 
(1) or (2) either a or b or both are infmite, or if the kernel K(x,y) becomes infi

nile in the region of integration, the equation is said to be singular. If, in (2), 
f(x) = O the equation is ~d to be homogenous. 

Recently there is an inercasing interest towards integral equations. Fred

holm, Neumann, Hilbert-Schmidt, Chebyshev and Taylor expansion approaches 
are well-known1·5. In particular, it has been discovered that many integral equa
tions can be solved with the help of the Taylor series1. We discuss here a gene

ralized Taylor method for solving the equations (1) and (2). 

METHOD OF SOLUTION 

Let us consider the Fredholm integral equation (2) and assume that it has 
a solution in the form 

00 ı 

g(x) = ~ -- g(n) (c) (x-c)0
, a ~ c ~ b 

n=O n! 
(3) 

which isa Taylor series about x = c. Here the coefficients g(n) (c) are constants 
to be computed. 
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To solve (2) we differentiate in n times with respect to x and get 

b 
g(n) (x) = ı<n) (x) + X. f 

aCn) K(x,y) 
---g(y)dy 

a 

When we put x = c in this equation we have 

b 
g(n) (c) = ı<n) (c) + X. f 

a 

a<n) K(x,y) 

a,f 

Next, we expand g(y) in Taylor series at y = c, that is, 

CX) ı 

g(y) = I - g(m) (c) (y- c)m 
m=O m! 

and substitute it in ( 4). The result is 

so that 

00 

g(n) (c)= ı<n) (c)+ X. I Tnm g(m) (c) 

ı b 

Tnm = -- f 
m! a 

m=O 

a<n) K(x,y) 

a,f x=c 

ı g(y)dy 
x=c 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

The infinite relations (6) with the unknown Taylor 'coefficients occur an 

infınite lineer algabraic system. The system (6) can be solved approximately by a 
suitable truncation sheme, say n,m = O, ı, .... ,N. In this case, we obtain the ma-

trix equation 
TG = F (8) 

where 

g(O) (c) X.Too-ı X.Toı ... X. ToN -t<O) (c) 

G= g(l) (c) T= X.Tıo X.Tıı-ı ... X. TıN F= -t<I) (c) 

~(N) (c) X.TNo X.TNı ... X.TNN-ı ~t<N) (c) 

Also, we can use the matrix equation (8) for solving the integral equation (ı). In 
this case, the matrix T becomes 
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T = >.. [T nm], n,m = O, ı, .... , N (9) 

If D(>..) = [T] ~ O, the equation (8) may be written in the form 

G = 1 1 F (lO) 

which determines uniquely the unknown cocfficients g(n) (c), n 0,1, ... , N. 

When we substitute these values in (3) we obtain the Taylor series solution 

N 1 
g(x) = I. - g(n) (c) (x- c)" (ll) 

n=O n! 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

Example 1. Let us illustrate the method by means of the inhomogen in

tegral equation 

ı 

g(x) = x + >.. J (xY + .;y) g(y)dy 
o 

where K(x,y) = xY + .;y, f(x) = x, a = O, b = ı, const. 

Taking c = O and N = 2, we evaluate the quantities ı.{n) (O) and Tnm as 

ı.{O) (O) = O ı.{l) (O) = ı t<2) (O) = O 

Too =o Toı =O Toı = O 

Tıo = 1/3 Tn = 1/4 Tı2 = ı;ıo 

Tıo = ı T2ı = 2/3 Tıı = 1/4 

we substitute tbese values in (8) and obtain 

-ı 

o ı >..tıO 

>../4-1 
[

g(O) (O)] 1 O ı 
g(l) (O) = -ı 

g<2) (O) O 2>..13 

When we solve this equation, we get 

~>.. - 2~ -1~>.. 
g(O) (O) = O g(l) (O) = , g<2) (O) = --- -

>.. 2 + 120>.. - 2~ >.. 2 + 120>..- 2~ 
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Substituting these valuesin the Taylor expansion (ll) we obtain 

g(x) = [(60 X.- 240)x- 80 X.;]/(>.? + ııox.- 240) 

which is the exact solution2 (p.ıO). 

Example 2. Let us fınd the approximate solution of the singular integral 

equation 
00 

g(x) = sinx + f e-x-y g(y) dy 
o 

where f(x) = sinx, A. = ı, a = O, b = oo, K (x, y) = exp (-x-y). 

If we take c = O and N ==' 5, we obtain the matrices T and F as 

o ı ı ı ı ı 

-ı -2 - ı -ı -ı -ı 

ı ı o ı ı ı 

T = 
-ı -ı -ı -ı · -ı -ı 

ı ı ı ı o ı 

-ı - ı -ı - ı - ı -2 

and 

F = [O - ı o ı o - ı]t 

Then we substitute T and F in (8) and solve the result equation and get 

(ı2) 

g(O) (O) = ı, g(l) (O) = O, g<2) (O) = ı, g<3) (O) = -2, g(4) (O) = ı, g(S) (O) = O 

Substituting these values in (ll) we have the approximate solution 

ı ı ı 
g(x) == ı+ _ ; __ ,f + - x4 (13) 

2 3 24 

It is known from3 (p. 508) that the exact solution of (ı2) is 

g(x) = sinx + e-x (ı4) 
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Consequently, we obs.erve that the obtained solution (13) is the fırst four 
terms in the Taylor expansion of the exact solution (ı4). 

Example 3. Let us apply the method to the Fredholm integral equation of 
the fırst kind 

ı ı 

---X- -- + 
3 4 

ı 

A. f (x + y) g(y) dy = O 
o 

(15) 

Let c = O and N = 2. Then if we substitate tht:: matrices T (obtaint::d from (9) 
and F in (8), we have 

[
ı/2 

A. ı 

o 

ı/3 

ı/2 

o 

ı;8] 
1/6 

o 
[ 

g(O) (O) ı 
g(l) (O) 

g(2) (O) 

The solution of this equation is 

ı ı ı ı 
g(O) (O) = -- + - A, g(ı) (O) = - - - A, g<2

) (O) = A 
6A. 12 A. 2 

where A is an arbitrary constant. Thus the solution of (15) becomes 

ı ı ı ı ı 

g(x) = (- - + -A) + (---A)x + -A.J,A. ;e O 
6A. ı2 A. 2 2 

Example 4. Solve the symmetric integral equation 

3 
g(x) = .J +ı+-

2 

ı 

f (Jef + ;yı) g(y) dy 
-1 

Taking c = O, N = 2 and following the similar way, we find the values 

g<0) (O) = ı, g(ı) (O) = A, g<2) (O) = ıo 

where A is an arbitrary constant. Thus the required solution js 

g(x) = ı + Ax + s.J 

which is the exact solution2 (p. ı54). 
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Example S. Let us consider the homogen integral equation 

1 
g(x) = >ı. f (1 - 3xy) g(y) dy 

o 
(16) 

For c = O and N = 2, the matrix equation associated with (16) becomes 

A A 
A- 1 g(O) (O) o 

' 2 6 

3 3 
- -- - A-1 --- -A gCl) (O) o (17) 

2 8 

o o o g(2) (O) o 

Here D(A) = (A 2 - 4)/4 and the eigenvıdues are A = ± 2. Therefore, (16) will 
have a unique solution if and only if h ;e ± 2. Then (16) has only the trivial so

lution. For A = 2, (17) gives 

g(O) (O) = le, g(l) (0) = - k, g(2) (O) = O 

where k is an arbitrary constant. Then the eigenfunction is g(x) = k(1 - x). Simi
larly, for A = - 2, the corresponpjng eigenfunction is g(x) = k(1 - 3x). These 
results agree with the results iiven bj (p. 22). 

CONeJ.,UŞIONS 

The method presented in tlıis ~tudy is useful in finding approximate and 
also exact solutions of certain Fredholm integral equations (as demostrated 
examples). 

The method gives higher convergence speed than those of the picard type 
method, provided that the trancation scheme of series is appropriate. 

The Taylor series approximation is pıore effective for polynomial approxi
mation of a function and differs little from the best polynomial approximation of 
the degree in many cases of practical interest. ~ince its derivative or integral can 

be computed easily, Taylor series seeıiıs to be ~seful for obtaining nurnerical so
lutions of integral equations. 
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Integral equations are usually difficult to solve analytically. In particular, 

singular integral equations are more difficult, but may be solved approximately. 

Special techniques are required for its solution (Ex. 2). 

The integral (7) is a fundamental relation to establish the matrix equation 
(8) associated with integral equations. In the case of singular integral equations 

if (7) is a convergence improper integral, the method may be used (Ex. 2). 

In the matrix equation (8). If D(>.) = ı T ı ;.e O, the inhomogenous integ
ral equation (2) has one and only one solution (Exs. 1,2); if D(>.) = 1 T 1 = O, 
then the integral equation either is insoluble or has an infinite number of solu
tion (Exs. 3, 4, 5). 
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